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in physical condition related to pregnancy as an initial target.
This research will analyze information that combines the
three elements of genome information, biological substances in blood, and daily healthcare data on a scale of
several hundred pregnant women. Through this initiative,
NTT DOCOMO expects to establish the world’s first methods
for the prevention and early detection of diseases that many
pregnant women experience but whose causes has so far
been unclear. This research is being conducted jointly with
the Tohoku Medical Megabank Organization of Tohoku University (Executive Director Masayuki Yamamoto, Professor
Masao Nagasaki, and others).

complex intertwining of genetic factors

of concern. Against this background,

that an individual is born with and ac-

the NTT DOCOMO Group has con-

quired environmental factors such as

structed and deployed a healthcare data

lifestyle and living environment. Since

collection platform that can determine

announced in April 2015, NTT DOCOMO

2003 when the entire human

genome*1

an individual’s lifestyle practices in part

plans to collaborate with new partners for

was first sequenced [2], great strides

with high accuracy and high frequen-

the creation of value including solutions

have been made in the analysis of genet-

cy. This is accomplished by leveraging

to social issues such as health and medi-

ic factors owing to advances in genome

NTT DOCOMO’s core competence in

cal care [1]. To this end, NTT DOCOMO

analysis technology. In contrast, environ-

mobile terminals and network opera-

is promoting research and development

mental factors have traditionally been

tion to enable the daily measurement of

toward the “ultimate smart life” that can

analyzed on the basis of questionnaires

healthcare data such as blood pressure

prevent the onset and progression of

targeting a person’s lifestyle, so accu-

and physical activity. We expect the use

diseases affecting many people.

racy and frequency of administering

of this platform to enhance the analysis

these questionnaires have been issues

of environmental factors.

† Currently on loan to Tohoku University

*1

1. Introduction
As declared in “New Initiatives toward Delivery of Medium-term Targets”

Disease is thought to develop as a
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Genome: All genetic information associated
with the entire base sequence of DNA (see *2
below) making up an organism’s chromosomes.
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using the healthcare data collection plat-

A major issue in modern medicine

form.
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is that fundamental methods for preventing and treating many diseases relat-

In this article, we explain disease

ed to pregnancy have not yet been found.

factors, precision medicine and preven-

As stated above, the aim of this re-

NTT DOCOMO has therefore set preg-

tion and NTT DOCOMO’s approach,

search is to establish methods for pre-

nancy-related diseases as its first research

the method of joint research targeting

vention and early detection of diseases,

target with the aim of establishing dis-

pregnancy-related diseases, and expected

but we first examine the causes of dis-

ease-prevention and early-detection meth-

results from this research.

ease to provide some background. Many

ods for diseases related to pregnancy. It

This joint-research initiative com-

diseases are thought to develop through

plans to accomplish this by being the

menced in November 2014 in partnership

an intertwining of genetic factors and

first in the world to perform integrated

with the Tohoku Medical Megabank

environmental factors. It is therefore es-

analysis that combines genome infor-

Organization (ToMMo) of Tohoku Uni-

sential that both types of factors be ana-

mation with biological substances in

versity, a leading genome analysis center

lyzed in detail to prevent the onset and

blood obtained by periodic blood sam-

in Japan [3].

progression of those diseases (Figure 1).

pling and daily healthcare data obtained
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2. Background to Research:
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functions

Disease onset

Connection among health, genes, and environment
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2.1 Genetic Factors

generation of that biological substance,

In the above way, our biological

Among the causes of disease, ge-

the quantity of that biological substance

activities are governed not just by ge-

netic factors originate in inherent genetic

cannot be correctly controlled. This turns

netic factors but also by a variety of en-

information passed from parent to child.

out to be a genetic factor for a disease

vironmental factors. These two types of

This information is determined by the

like high blood pressure.

factors make their contribution in a complex manner. They bring about changes

sequencing of a substance called Deoxy-
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riboNucleic Acid

(DNA)*2

found in hu-

2.2 Environmental Factors

in the functions, types, and concentra-

man cells. Human DNA consists of four

The body contains a wide variety of

tions of biological substances such as

types of bases in a double helix struc-

substances such as protein and metabolic

protein and can induce changes in a

ture—there are approximately 3 billion

products, the latter of which includes

person’s physical condition. Such small

base pairs in DNA.

lipids and amino acids that are generated

changes that are out of the ordinary can

The arrangement of bases (base se-

by chemical reactions in the production

be an “omen,” and if they worsen, they

quence) in DNA includes information

and consumption of energy. It is said

can eventually lead to disease. A correct

that acts as a template for biological

that several thousand types of metabolic

assessment of these factors that differ

substances in blood such as protein. Part

products exist within the body.

from person to person should help pro-

Such metabolic products appear and

mote the development of precision med-

that preserves

disappear daily in the body, but their con-

icine and prevention tailored to one’s

this information and serves as a basis

centrations are controlled within a certain

own physical constitution.

for synthesizing protein and other im-

range so as not to hinder biological ac-

portant biological substances. Protein

tivities. At the same time, the types and

can provide key functions for maintain-

concentrations of these biological sub-

ing biological activities. These include

stances can vary according to environ-

a function for generating muscles and

mental factors. A good example of such

internal organs, a function for digesting

an environmental factor is an individual’s

The analysis of genetic factors has

and absorbing food, an immune function,

lifestyle including diet, exercise, and

made great progress thanks to advances

and a function for regulating organ func-

sleep, which, if erratic and disordered,

in genome analysis. However, the anal-

tions. The base sequence in DNA differs

can cause the balance among biological

ysis of environmental factors has so far

in part from person to person and the

substances to collapse. This condition

been mostly based on a self-reporting

functions of protein generated from this

can lead to a change in physical condi-

system consisting of lifestyle question-

base sequence likewise depend on the

tion and eventually to disease. The natu-

naires administered once or twice a year.

individual. As a result, protein that does

ral environment in which one lives in-

This format has raised issues with re-

not function normally can be generated

cluding weather and temperature is like-

spect to analysis accuracy and frequency.

depending on the person and it is that

wise an environmental factor that can

NTT DOCOMO can determine some

protein that can trigger disease. For ex-

induce changes in one’s physical condi-

of an individual’s lifestyle practices with

ample, a specific biological substance

tion. For example, it is known that blood

high accuracy and high frequency by

is needed to stabilize blood pressure,

pressure during pregnancy can vary ac-

using its healthcare data collection plat-

but if an abnormality exists in the base

cording to the expected date of deliv-

form via mobile terminals and the net-

sequence of the protein involved in the

ery [4].

work to measure and acquire healthcare

of this base sequence is copied as messenger RNA

*2

*3

(mRNA)*3

3. Precision Medicine
and Prevention and
NTT DOCOMO’s
Approach

DNA: A substance carrying genetic information
in an organism and consisting of four types of
nucleobases: adenine, guanine, cytosine, and thymine.
mRNA: A substance generated from part of the
DNA base sequence for synthesizing protein.
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data on a daily basis. These data include

tension syndrome, diabetes, and prema-

advanced forms of medical care and sup-

blood pressure and ambient temperature,

ture delivery. Approximately 200,000 out

port reconstruction in the wake of the

weight, body temperature, active mass,

of one million pregnant women suffer

Great East Japan Earthquake. It is a

quality of sleep, etc. For example, a

from these diseases each year in Japan.

leading genome analysis center in Japan

person making measurements with a

However, due in part to limitations ap-

having biobank facilities for collecting

weight and body composition analyzer

plied to medication and examinations

and storing genome information on a

need only touch the analyzer with his

so as not to affect the unborn child, little

scale of 150,000 individuals. It also fea-

or her smartphone to register the meas-

progress is being made in explaining

tures Japan’s largest genome-analysis

urement data on the healthcare data

the causes of these diseases or develop-

facility using cutting-edge genome-anal-

collection platform through Near Field

ing fundamental methods of treatment.

ysis techniques. ToMMo is conducting

This enables

Yet, it is known that health conditions

a large-scale survey called a “three-gen-

centralized management of the user’s

during pregnancy can have a profound

eration cohort study*5” [6] of mainly

healthcare data on a daily basis. In short,

effect on the future health of the mother

healthy pregnant women but also target-

NTT DOCOMO’s approach makes it

and child. For example, it is known that

ing the child to be born and the child’s

possible to determine a user’s biological

maternal obesity during pregnancy mag-

father, siblings, and grandparents. The

information and lifestyle behavior day

nifies the risk of premature mortality in

study will analyze genetic factors and

in and day out, which has been difficult

adult offspring [5].

environmental factors through blood

Communication

(NFC)*4.

to do by conventional approaches.

NTT DOCOMO aims to establish

Information obtained via the healthcare

methods for the prevention and early

data collection platform can be analyzed

detection of pregnancy-induced diseases

5.2 Overview of Joint Research

in a comprehensive manner with infor-

as its initial research target. It will adopt

This joint research aims to enhance

mation on biological substances obtained

an integrated approach to information

the comprehensive analysis of genetic

by periodic blood sampling and genetic

analysis that targets not only genome

factors and environmental factors by

information obtained by genome anal-

information but also biological sub-

combining ToMMo’s genome analysis

ysis. We expect such comprehensive

stances obtained by periodic blood sam-

facility and NTT DOCOMO’s mobile

analysis to bring about new discoveries

pling and daily healthcare data.

healthcare data collection platform. The

in relation to disease prevention and
early detection.

5. Joint Research

ultimate goal is to establish new methods of prevention and early detection of

To resolve the issues described above

diseases and to contribute to the health

in relation to pregnancy-induced dis-

of the mother and child and the de-

While there are countless diseases

eases, NTT DOCOMO commenced a

velopment of advanced medical care.

in the world, there are those that, while

joint research project with ToMMo in

NTT DOCOMO has also obtained ap-

accounting for many patients, have not

November 2014. This project is sched-

proval from the ethics review commit-

yet been fully explained owing to the

uled to run approximately four and a

tee established by Tohoku University

difficulty of analyzing the environmen-

half years.

School of Medicine to perform a “ma-

4. Research Target

ternity log study” as an addition to the

tal factors affecting each patient. These
include diseases related to pregnant women such as pregnancy-induced hyper-

*4
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sampling and questionnaires.

NFC: A short-range wireless communication
technology including FeliCa and other systems.

5.1 ToMMo
ToMMo was founded to establish

three-generation cohort study. This study
will target pregnant women receiving

*5

Cohort study: Research that examines health
changes in a group of people and studies the
relation between body conditions, lifestyle, etc.
and the onset of diseases.
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obstetric care at Tohoku University

and other healthcare data constitute sen-

Moreover, considering that the preg-

Hospital. It will include blood sampling

sitive information for the pregnant wom-

nant women acting as subjects in our

as a supplement to the blood sampling

en participating in this study. In this

research will be asked to measure and

conducted under the three-generation

joint research, we are setting up a secu-

register healthcare data regularly over a

cohort study and daily measurement of

rity system based on ToMMo security

long period of approximately 10 months,

healthcare data. The plan is to target

guidelines and managing personal in-

maintaining a subject’s motivation to

several hundred pregnant women for

formation with strict controls. Blood-

register that data is also a challenge. It

this study and to have them participate

sample data and other healthcare data

is important that some means be devel-

from the first stage of pregnancy to ap-

are immediately turned into anonymous

oped to encourage a subject to take in-

proximately one month after giving birth.

data at ToMMo so that study participants

terest in the growth of her unborn child

In the study, the subjects will use

cannot be identified in the analysis pro-

and in the change of her own physical

cess.

condition. One way would be to develop

specific devices to make daily meas-

a smartphone application especially for

urements of blood pressure and ambient temperature, weight, body tem-

5.3 Challenges in Joint Research

joint research and incorporate game-

perature, amount of physical activity,

Observational studies that target peo-

like elements according to the rate of

etc. and will register measured values

ple involve many concerned parties start-

with NTT DOCOMO’s healthcare data

ing with the subjects and medical prac-

collection platform using smartphones

titioners. It is essential in studies of this

(Figure 2). They will also be asked to

type to design and share detailed re-

There have been past studies target-

give blood samples several times during

search procedures, test them in advance,

ing pregnant women and analyzing met-

the course of their participation.

and construct a support system for the

abolic products [7], but the joint research

subjects.

introduced in this article is the world’s

Data obtained from blood samples

data registration.

5.4 Expected Results

Daily measurement data is
collected by having the user
touch her smartphone to the
healthcare device.

Female
thermometer

Weight and bodycomposition
analyzer
Healthcare data
collection platform*

Blood-pressure
meter

Activity meter

Smartphone

Healthcare platform “WM (Watashi Move)” provided by docomo Healthcare, Inc.
*“WM
(Watashi Move)” is a registered trademark of docomo Healthcare, Inc.

Figure 2
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first comprehensive analysis combining

(Figure 3). It has been pointed out that

after childbirth can therefore be expected

daily healthcare data with periodic blood

health management before pregnancy

to drop by controlling the onset of such

sampling, genome information, biolog-

can have an effect on the health of the

diseases during pregnancy. In addition,

ical substances, etc. The plan here is to

mother and unborn child during preg-

improving conditions in the womb

observe how biological substances such

nancy. It is therefore expected that the

should make for healthy development

as protein and metabolic products change

development of a pre-pregnancy health

of the unborn child and have a positive

over time and to clarify how that change

management method tailored to the in-

effect not only on the mother but also

relates to daily healthcare data, the onset

dividual should reduce the risk of preg-

on the child’s development after birth.

of disease, and genome information. We

nancy-related diseases and promote a

In this way, establishing technology for

also aim to shed light on the causal re-

healthy pregnancy. Likewise, the devel-

the prevention and early detection of

lationship between lifestyle and physical

opment of health-management and dis-

diseases particular to pregnant women

changes, between physical changes and

ease-prevention methods to be applied

can protect the health of the mother and

blood pressure, etc. and to establish meth-

during pregnancy should lead to child-

child over a broad range of time from

ods for prevention and early detection

birth without incident and increase the

the pre-pregnancy stage to the child

of diseases related to pregnant women.

number of mothers that can maintain

development period.

Prevention and early detection of

their health after giving birth. For ex-

diseases affecting pregnant women can

ample, it is known that the occurrence

bring about positive effects not only

of pregnancy-induced hypertension syn-

This article described factors contrib-

during pregnancy, at childbirth, and

drome and diabetes can increase the

uting to disease, issues in precision medi-

after childbirth, but also in the pre-preg-

risk of high blood pressure and diabetes

cine and prevention, NTT DOCOMO’s

nancy and child-development periods

after childbirth. The disease attack rate

research target, the method adopted for

Pre-pregnancy

Health management
combining individual
constitution, lifestyle,
and environment
toward a safe and
stress-free pregnancy
and childbirth

Pregnancy

Birth

Post-birth

Child
development

Health maintenance
of mother and unborn
child through prevention
and early detection of
diseases particular to
pregnant women

Increase in pregnant
women who enjoy
stress-free childbirth
without having to
experience pregnancyinduced diseases

Decrease in occurrence
of hypertension syndrome,
diabetes, etc. after
childbirth

Healthy development
due to improved
conditions in the
womb

Technology for prevention and early detection of diseases particular to
pregnant women combining genome analysis technology and daily
monitoring via a mobile healthcare platform.
Figure 3
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6. Conclusion

Expected social values
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joint research, and expected results. Going forward, we expect to apply the

S. Bhattacharya, G. McNeill, P. C. Hanna-

Human_Genome/home.shtml

ford, N. Sarwar, A. J. Lee, S. Bhattacharya

[3] NTT DOCOMO Press Releases: “DOCOMO

and J. E. Norman: “Maternal obesity

and ToMMo to Jointly Research Preg-

during pregnancy and premature mor-

research on diseases targeting pregnant

nancy Disease Prevention & Early De-

tality from cardiovascular event in adult

women and their prevention and early

tection,” Nov. 2014.

offspring: follow-up of 1 323 275 per-

https://www.nttdocomo.co.jp/english/

son years,” Br Med J, 347 (2013), p. f4539,

knowledge gained from this exploratory

detection to prevention of diseases in
other target groups. NTT DOCOMO

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

http://www.ornl.gov/sci/techresources/

wants to contribute its expertise to achieving a healthy long life for everyone.
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